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November 1, 2013

Dear Neighbor:

Our community is unique in so many ways. That’s why it is 

so valued. We take pride in its rich history, architecture and 

natural resources. These are worth preserving for the future 

and serve as a reflection of our stewardship.

For 12 years the Greater Ruxton Area Foundation (GRAF) 

has aggressively pursued its mission of preservation and 

beautification. We can see the results as we travel around 

our community.

GRAF has attempted to make up for the disconnect between our manicured, individual 

properties and the vacant, often neglected land along our local thoroughfares.

In forming the Foundation, many of us felt the need 

to push back against the effects of infill development, 

saturated traffic volumes, light-rail and a creeping 

community malaise. These factors put a stress on our 

community. A cure will take time, but the process of 

preservation and beautification has begun.

Streetscapes reflect a community’s sense of pride 

and self-esteem. Even beautiful properties are 

diminished when land adjacent to roadways 

appears abandoned.

Over 300 residents have supported these 

efforts during the past decade through 

tax deductible contributions. As a 501(c)3 

the Foundation has accepted preservation 

easements that maintain open space, 

scenic vistas and neighborhood character. 

While qualifying standards are high,  

this program offers property owners  

a financial option as an alternative  

to development.

Member of the National Lands Trust Alliance and Partner with the Maryland Environmental Trust.

Rider House

Bellona Hedge Project

This historic streetscape on Bellona has been preserved by a GRAF easement that prevents development.

PO Box 204
Riderwood MD

21139



The Foundation’s work this past year focused on maintenance of our existing projects and a long 

planned reclamation of the vacant property in our village core at Malvern and Bellona. Thanks to a 

generous challenge grant by a local resident, GRAF successfully raised matching funds to complete 

this visible and long neglected parcel with a native perennial flower garden. We are grateful to 

responsive residents who came forward within just a few days to match the grant. 

Maintenance was crucial during this unusually dry summer with many new plantings being especially 

vulnerable. Road work, sewer repair and the continued installation of the fiber network provided 

more challenges for us to confront this year.

We cannot allow these seemingly never ending intrusions and 

disruptions and their residual impacts go unchallenged or 

malaise will begin to creep back in.

It is our hope that property owners who value and invest 

highly in their individual properties will see the need to do the 

same to maintain open space and neglected areas that frame 

our community.  

Please consider participating with us by making a fully 

tax deductible contribution to fund the maintenance and 

enhancement of the improvements already made and  

new projects anticipated for 2014.

Sincerely,

Joseph M. Coale 

President

The Greater Ruxton Area Foundation has a cooperative agreement with the Maryland Environmental Trust and is a member of the National Lands Trust. 
Our Federal and State tax filings are available for review at our office in the Rider House 8013 Bellona Ave. Riderwood, Md. 21139.

Malvern and Bellona reclaimed 
land in village core
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Our Community is unique 
in many ways. That’s why it is 

valued by so many of us. 
We take pride in its rich history 

and natural resources. These are 
worth preserving for the future 

as a reflection of our stewardship. 
For these reasons, the Foundation 
was established with a long-term 

mission of preservation 
and beautification.


